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Quantifying glass transition behavior in ultrathin free-standing polymer films
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We have used Brillouin light scattering to make a detailed study of the behavior of the glass transition
temperatureTg in ultrathin, free-standing polystyrene films. The glass transitions were experimentally identi-
fied as near discontinuities in the thermal expansion. The effects of film thickness, molecular weight, and
thermal history on the measuredTg values have been investigated. While the size of the glass transition effects
was comparable for all molecular weights, a complicatedMn dependence suggested a separation of the results
into two regimes, each dominated by a different length scale: a lowMn regime controlled by a length scale
intrinsic to the glass transition and a highMn region, where polymer chain confinement induced effects take
over.

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 68.60.Bs, 65.70.1y, 36.20.2r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental physics behind the glass transition
mains unresolved. The idea of cooperative motion, int
duced by Adam and Gibbs@1#, suggests that there is an in
trinsic length scale for cooperative dynamics,jcoop(T),
which increases as the temperature is lowered in the vici
of Tg . Since the introduction of this idea, many differe
theoretical developments have been formulated around
concept of cooperative dynamics@2–4#. A direct connection
between cooperative motion and Vogel-Fulcher depende
of transport properties has been established by Edwards
Vilgis @5#. Recent computer simulations have further emp
sized the importance of cooperativity in explaining the d
namics of glass-forming materials at temperatures appro
ing Tg @6–10#. It is interesting to note that qualitativel
similar behavior of strongly correlated particle moveme
has been found near the mode coupling critical tempera
Tc @4# for systems as diverse as binary Lennard-Jones m
tures @8–10#, a melt of short unentangled polymeric chai
@6#, and a metallic glass former~see reference in@6#!. This
indicates that finite size effects due to a length scale inhe
to the glass transition should not be strongly affected
chain connectivity. In addition to confirming the existence
stringlike cooperative regions, with a length scale that
creases as the temperature is lowered, these simulations
also revealed a second length scale—that of dynamic he
geneity,jhet . For times shorter than the structural (a) relax-
ation time the systems were found to be composed of
namically distinct regions of highly correlated motion.
detailed analysis of the simulation results revealed that
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operative movements were associated only with high mo
ity clusters, an observation which suggests thatjhet may be
considered as an upper limit forjcoop @11#. It has further-
more been noted that bothjhet and jcoop increase as the
temperature is lowered@9,12#. Despite the correlations be
tween the two length scales, the exact relation between
two remains unclear.

One way to experimentally investigate the existence of
intrinsic length scale is to study the glass transition dyna
ics, or the glass transition temperature, in samples confi
to dimensions approaching this length scale. A number
experimental studies have concentrated on this issue offinite
size effectson the glass transition. A large fraction of the
studies have been performed on glass-forming liquids c
fined to nanoporous glass, and a range of different te
niques have been employed including calorimetric@13–15#
as well as dielectric spectroscopy@16,17#. ReducedTg values
and enhanced dynamics for strongly confined systems h
been reported. These effects have often been attributed
length scale of cooperative motion. One complication of
studies of porous glasses is that the interactions with
interior of the pore can strongly affect the dynamics@16#,
and for this reason most studies involve pretreatment of
pores@13,16#. For polymeric glass formers, the influence of
characteristic length scale for glass transition dynamics
been inferred from relaxation studies of polymers in solut
@18#, from analysis of calorimetric or dielectric data by th
use of fluctuation models@19,20#, or from the relaxational
behavior of naturally confined semicrystalline polyme
@21,22#. As a result of these types of measurements a len
scale of cooperative dynamics near the bulkTg has been
reported to be of the order of a few tens of Ångstro¨m for a
large range of both polymeric and nonpolymeric glass for
ers. Additionally, a number of experiments on glass-form
materials have provided evidence for strongly heterogene
dynamics at temperatures approachingTg @23#. In particular,
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5188 PRE 62J. MATTSSON, J. A. FORREST, AND L. BO¨ RJESSON
multidimensional NMR experiments have been used to
rectly measure the length scale of dynamic heterogeneitie
poly~vinyl acetate! near itsTg , revealing a value of;30 Å.

In summary, experiments have suggested that the le
scale of heterogeneous dynamics,jhet(T), is similar to that
of cooperative motion,jcoop(T), although the exact relation
between them is not yet clear. It is worth pointing out that
general the existence of a particular length scale, as infe
from the analysis of experimental data, is by itself n
enough to determine its origin. In addition, most of the e
perimental studies are not able to probe the character
length scale over an appreciable range of temperatures
attractive alternative sample choice for studies of finite s
effects in glass formers is that of thin polymer films. In the
samples the confining dimension, the film thickness, can
continuously adjusted over many orders of magnitude,
samples can easily be prepared on a variety of substr
even those the polymer melt itself does not wet. The in
action between the polymer and the substrate is fur
readily quantified by the use of contact angle measureme
The versatility in accessible polymer-substrate combinati
as well as the possibility of studying free-standing film
~which lack the specific interfacial interactions present in a
supported system! allow for detailed studies of the variou
interactions and their respective effects on the glass tra
tion.

The first direct measurements of anomalies in theTg val-
ues of thin polymer films supported on solid substrates w
performed by Keddieet al. @24# using ellipsometry. The
samples for these studies were thin films of polystyrene~PS!
on hydrogen passivated Si. For film thicknesses be
;400 Å the measuredTg values were found to be reduce
below the bulk value, with theTg reduction increasing as th
film thickness was lowered. Since these initial studies a nu
ber of experiments, using several different techniques, h
confirmed these observations@25–29#. The reductions inTg
observed in supported polymer films show no clear dep
dence on molecular weight forMn values from;303103 to
;29003103, although a very weak molecular weight depe
dence cannot be ruled out due to the scatter in the data
addition to theTg value itself, interesting behavior has be
observed in the contrast of the glass transition, i.e., the r
between the thermal expansivity~or quantities related to it!
in the melt and the glass. This contrast, which is instrume
in identifying the glass transition, was measured to be
monotonically decreasing function of the film thickne
@24,27,30#. These studies differ, however, regarding whi
expansivity~that of the melt or the glass! is film thickness
dependent. X-ray reflectivity@30# and positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy@27# data show the expansivity of th
PS glass to be independent of thickness. On the other h
ellipsometry measurements@24# suggest that the melt expan
sivity is instead independent of film thickness.

The large surface area to volume ratio of a thin fi
sample means that effects due to both the release of s
constraints at the free surface and specific interactions a
polymer-substrate interface may affect the segmental dyn
ics and hence theTg value. Evidence for the effect o
strongly attractive interfacial interactions on the glass tran
tion was revealed in studies of poly~methylmethacrylate!
~PMMA! @31# and poly~2-vinyl pyridine! ~P2VP! @32# films.
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When supported on substrates for which a substan
polymer-substrate attraction is expected, both polym
showedTg values thatincreasedwith decreasing film thick-
ness. Grohenset al. @33# have further investigated the depe
dence ofTg in films of PMMA of varying tacticity and found
a direct correlation between the density of polymer-subst
interactions and the effect on theTg value.

A way to eliminate the difficulties associated with sen
tivity to the polymer substrate interaction is simply to r
move the substrate and study films in a free-standing c
figuration. Such measurements have been performed@34#
and revealed much larger reductions inTg with film thick-
ness than those observed for supported films. TheTg reduc-
tions were also observed for larger film thickness
(;700 Å) than in the supported case. Subsequent stud
involving an additional molecular weight@26#, revealed a
substantialMn dependence in theTg value for free-standing
films. For the twoMn values investigated, reductions ofTg
were observed at length scales of the order of the end-to
distanceREE for the polymer. ThisMn dependence demon
strates thatchain confinementmay be an important contrib
uting effect toTg reductions in films of highMn polymers.
While interesting in its own right, the strong dependence
molecular weight suggests that the largeTg reductions ob-
served for free-standing polymer films may be restricted
polymeric materials; a fact that limits the usefulness of th
studies in investigating the more general problem of intrin
length scales for glass transition dynamics. If such len
scales were the determining factor of theTg reductions ob-
served in those free-standing films, then anMn dependence
would not be expected. In addition, it is difficult to conceiv
of finite size effects due to an intrinsic length scale for gla
transition dynamics having a significant effect at such la
values of the film thickness.

In looking for finite size effects the glass transition tem
perature may not be the ideal quantity to study, since i
affected by both the preparation and thermal histories of
sample as well as the mode of measurement. In light of t
a number of complementary investigations of related phy
cal quantities have been performed in order to broaden
understanding of anomalous behavior in the structure
dynamics of thin polymer films. Neutron reflectivity@35# as
well as Brillouin light scattering@36# techniques have bee
applied to provide evidence that the mass density in t
films of glassy polystyrene~both supported and free stand
ing! is the same as in the bulk to within;0.5%. For the case
of free-standing films, where theTg reductions are large
such constraints on density anomalies rule out a simple r
tion between the observedTg reductions and a reduced ma
density. Structural relaxation due to segmental mobility h
been observed in free-standing films of polystyrene withTg
values reduced by;70 K using photon correlation spectro
copy @37#. In addition to providing quantitative agreeme
between measurements ofTg @26# and measurements of re
laxation dynamics, the studies also showed that the shap
the relaxation function in thin free-standing films with r
ducedTg values was the same as that of the bulk mate
within the experimental certainty.

Despite what is now a large body of experimental resu
@38#, there have been only a few attempts@39,40# to provide
a theoretical picture for theTg reductions in thin films. A
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number of simulation studies have been performed us
Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics techniques to inve
gate glass-forming systems in confined geometries. Th
simulations reveal that both structural and dynamical pr
erties of polymers can be affected by the confinem
@41,42#. The studies generally show enhanced segmental
tion and meltlike dynamical properties near the free surfa
extending some distance into the film. This is consistent w
the experimental finding of reduced glass transitions in ul
thin films. Monte Carlo simulations of a dense polymer m
confined between hard walls@43# have further provided evi-
dence for a relaxation function shifted to shorter times~faster
dynamics!, but with the same shape as that of the bulk. T
faster dynamics, which might be used to suggest a loweTg
value, occurs for film thicknesses that are of the order
severalRg , whereRg is the radius of gyration of the polyme
chain. While many of the above studies show evidence
anomalous dynamics in a surface region;Rg , the size of
the simulation molecules is not generally varied and com
tational constraints mean that most simulations of this t
involve molecules of similar sizes. It is thus not clear if t
length scales observed in simulations of polymer melts
glasses are directly related to the size of the molecules o
instead due to an intrinsic effect on a similar length scale
addition, most experiments use polymer lengths above
entanglement threshold, while simulations normally are
stricted to much shorter chains. Interestingly, simulations
free-standing films of both polymeric and nonpolymeric m
terials@44–46# have shown very similar dynamical behavio
This observation suggests the existence of effects with s
degree of universality.

The fact that additional studies have so far been unabl
provide an explanation for the observedTg reductions in thin
polymer films suggests the need to return to more detailedTg
measurements. In particular, a number of questions that w
raised by the previous studies on free-standing films rem
outstanding. Foremost among the issues regardingTg in free-
standing films are the details and origins of the molecu
weight dependence of the measuredTg values. In addition, a
detailed examination of the effects of sample thermal hist
is necessary to investigate the role of potential nonequ
rium effects in the observed behavior.

In this paper, we report on the behavior of the glass tr
sition with regards to changes in both the film thickness a
the polymer molecular weight. We also discuss the infer
behavior of the thermal expansion in the glassy and rubb
states and show that free-standing films behave substan
differently from supported ones. By making measureme
of Tg upon cooling samples that have been equilibra
above the bulk glass transition temperature and compa
those measurements to samples without such treatmen
rigorously address concerns about the sensitivity of the m
suredTg values to the sample preparation history. The res
ing insensitivity of theTg values to the preparation and the
mal histories demonstrates beyond doubt the validity of g
transition measurements in free-standing polymer films.
addition, we measure the sensitivity of the thermal exp
sivities of the glassy and rubbery states to the thermal his
of the film sample. Most significantly, the detail of the stu
provides insight leading to a qualitative description of t
physical causes for the observed behavior. The data pro
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evidence for two different physical effects which occur
similar length scales. The analysis of the data suggests
for molecules withMn>5143103 the relevant length scale
for theTg reductions is the size of the constituent molecu
and the system is dominated by effects due topolymer chain
confinement. Conversely, forMn<3473103 the relevant
length scale is one intrinsic to glass transition dynamics
the Tg reductions are dominated byfinite size effects. A
model quantifying the effects of a characteristic length sc
for glass transition dynamics is discussed. This model,
gether with the present measurements, provides insight
the length scale of glass transition dynamics near and be
the bulkTg value.

II. EXPERIMENT

The films used in this study were prepared from dilu
solutions of monodisperse polystyrene in toluene. The fil
were spin cast onto clean glass slides, annealed above
bulk glass transition temperature for 14 h, and then slow
cooled at;0.5 K/min to room temperature. Once coole
the films were transferred onto a specially designed fi
holder using a standard water transfer technique@26#. In this
process, films from the same glass slides were transferre
Si wafers for thickness determination by ellipsometry. B
varying the concentration of the polymer solution, films wi
varying thickness were produced from six different molec
lar weight polystyrenes ~see Table I! ranging from
1163103 to 12283103. The lowest value ofMn represents a
practical lower limit to Tg measurements of free-standin
films using the techniques described below.

The thin free-standing films were measured using B
louin light scattering~BLS!. This technique measures ligh
scattered from thermally excited phonons in the mater
Since the light is scattered from propagating phonons, i
Doppler shifted from the incident frequency with a fr
quency shift that depends on the phonon velocity. In po
meric materials this frequency shift is typically o
several GHz, corresponding to sound velocities
;2000–3000 m/s. The phonon velocities are given by
square root of the ratio of the elastic constants to the m
density. This makes the BLS technique very sensitive
changes in the mass density, not only through the direct
pendence, but also through a strong dependence of the e
constants on mass density@47#. In conclusion, the BLS tech
nique is an indirect but highly sensitive probe of the ma
density and hence is very well suited for measurements
quantities that couple to the density, such as the glass t
sition temperature. An additional advantage of using BLS

TABLE I. Polymers used in the experiment.~All polymers were
purchased from Polymer Source Inc!.

Mn Mw /Mn

115 900 1.04
196 700 1.05
347 000 1.06
513 600 1.12
691 000 1.11

1 227 900 1.13
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5190 PRE 62J. MATTSSON, J. A. FORREST, AND L. BO¨ RJESSON
study the glass transition in free-standing films is that it
relatively insensitive~compared to ellipsometric technique!
to surface roughness or even more extreme sample fl
such as wrinkles or small holes in the film.

For the specific case of a BLS experiment on a thin fi
sample, light scattered from a series of film-guided acou
modes is measured. The film-guided modes are disper
with mode velocities varying as the productQuuh, whereQuu
is the phonon wave vector component in the plane of
film, and h is the thickness of the film. For very thin free
standing films there are only two modes that may be con
niently studied as the remaining modes diverge to large
locity values for very small thicknesses@36#. The lowest
velocity mode, denotedA0, approaches zero asQuuh→0. For
the thinnest films in this study theA0 peak is not usually
resolved from the central elastic peak, limiting its suitabil
for Tg studies. The second lowest velocity mode, denotedS0,
has a velocity that is a very weak function ofQuuh, approach-
ing a constant value asQuuh→0. This means that the relativ
error (D f / f ) in a BLS experiment is independent of the fil
thickness. This should be contrasted with other techniq
applied to measureTg in thin films, which have a relative
error that iscontinuously increasingas the film thickness
decreases. This relative insensitivity to changes inQuu andh,
together with its nonvanishing velocity and high sensitiv
to changes in the mechanical properties of the film, ma
measurements of theS0 mode velocity ideal for the study o
small changes in the mass density of thin free-standing p
mer films.

As the sample temperature is changed the density va
according to the appropriate thermal expansion. This res
in changes in the phonon mode velocities and hence in
measured frequency shifts. At temperatures belowTg the
variation in the phonon velocity with temperature is det
mined by the thermal expansivity in the glass and aboveTg it
is determined by the expansivity in the melt. Because
thermal expansivity exhibits a near discontinuity atTg , a
sharp and very well defined kink is observed at the gl
transition. This kink can be used to identify the transitio
The BLS measurements probe the density of the sample
thus the resultingTg value is in a low frequency limit. Re
laxations at the measured frequency (;GHz) are observed
only at much higher temperatures@48#.

The BLS studies were performed in air using the ba
scattering geometry with the sample in an optical furnace
which the temperature is controlled to within60.10 K. The
temperature was measured using a fine gauge thermoco
junction in close proximity to the film. Each spectrum w
acquired at constant sample temperature and the heating
between consecutive measurements was 0.5 K/min. Si
longitudinal mode laser light with a wavelength ofl
55145 Å was focused onto the film at an angle of inciden
of u i545°. The direction of the light reflected from the film
was monitored to ensure that the value ofu i , and thus also
Quu5(4p/l)sin(ui), remained constant throughout the me
surements. The scattered light was collected and collima
by the focusing lens and then input to a 33(111) pass
Sandercock tandem Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer. A vertical
slit was placed in the path of the collimated light to redu
line broadening due to the nonzero light collection apert
@49#. To determine the value ofTg for a free-standing film, a
s
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series of BLS spectra were collected at fixed temperature
steps of typically 4–5 K. In a normal run 5–15 spectra we
acquired for temperatures belowTg , and 4–10 spectra abov
Tg . Each spectrum was acquired for a time of;5 –45 min.
The recordedS0 modes were fitted to an instrumental r
sponse function using a nonlinear least-squares routine.
reason for the fewer data points aboveTg , particularly for
the thicker films, is the eventual formation of holes in t
films at these temperatures. The frequency versus temp
ture graph shows two linear regions. Where the two lin
regions intersect we define our experimental glass transi
temperature. We estimate that we can determine the valu
Tg to within 63 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measuring the glass transition

Figure 1 shows a series of BLS runs on free-standing
films with anMn value of 3473103. In all cases aTg value
can be clearly identified as a well defined kink in the te
perature dependence of the BLS frequency shift. An imp
tant observation, which is readily apparent from the d
shown in the figure, is that for the thinner films theTg val-
ues, as determined by the intersection between the two lin
regions of frequency shift versus temperature, are redu
below the measured bulk value of 37063 K. The measured
Tg values follow a continuously decreasing function as
film thickness is lowered, reaching a value of only 3
63 K for a film with thickness of 216 Å. Film thicknesse
of this order represent a lower practical limit to the measu
ments of glass transitions in free-standing films, as mu
thinner films are too fragile for standard room temperat
sample preparation.

Recent measurements of dielectric relaxation in thin fil
of PS between aluminum electrodes have shown that as
film thickness is decreased there is a significant broaden
of the relaxation peak@28,29#. This relaxation behavior sug
gests that these samples may exhibit a broadening of
kinetic glass transition. A broadening has also been repo
in recent ellipsometric studies of supported polymer film
@50#. In this case the broadening, which was observed as
extended region where the temperature dependence o
thermal expansivity changed from a value typical of the gl
to one typical of the rubber, was found to increase as the
thickness was reduced. The resulting decreasedTg was sug-
gested to be solely a result of this broadening. As seen f
the data in Fig. 1, broadening to this extent is not observe
the glass transitions of the free-standing films. While it
apparent from Fig. 1 that there are always sufficient data
reliably obtain aTg value, sample degradation often resu
in the inability to obtain enough data at temperatures ab
the measuredTg value to make strong statements abo
broadening of the transition.

A more rigorous test of glass transition broadening
free-standing films is provided by the data in Fig. 2. The p
shows results from a 466 Å thick film ofMn56913103

polymer. For this film it was possible to obtain data ove
temperature region extending more than 50 K above
measuredTg , up to temperatures just above the bulk gla
transition. While the large region of temperatures studied
not typical of all samples, the lack of observed broadening
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It is evident from the data shown in Fig. 2 that there is
evidence for broadening of the transition; the slope of

FIG. 1. BLS measurements of theS0 phonon as a function o
temperature for five free-standing polystyrene films (Mn

53473103) as a function of sample temperature. Linear fits to
data used to determine theTg values of the films are also shown
The thicknesses of the film samples are indicated in the figure
e

melt region can be seen to be the same both just above
well as 40 K above, the measuredTg . This is most clearly
and easily illustrated by doing independent least-squares
to the data for the six data points nearest to the measureTg
value ~i.e., the range from 328 to 348 K! and the six data
points at the highest temperatures~i.e., from 353 to 378 K!.
This analysis reveals that the slope in the lower tempera
region is2(8.360.5)31023 GHz/K, and that in the higher
temperature region is2(8.260.5)31023 GHz/K. These
two values of the slope are practically the same even tho
the centers of the two temperature regions are 30 K ap
Although our measurements cannot totally exclude the p
sibility of an increased broadening for thin films, the analy
rules out any broadening more than;5 K, and instead re-
veals very sharp glass transitions.

Finally, we stress the importance of noting that this o
servation should not be taken as contradicting the obse
tions for supported films, but rather as an indication of so
of the qualitative differences that exist betweenTg studies in
free-standing films and similar studies in supported films

B. Thickness andM n dependence

The data of Fig. 1 are for a singleMn value. Since it has
been shown that theTg value in a free-standing polymer film
can exhibit a substantialMn dependence, one of the majo
goals of this work is to quantify thatMn dependence. We
have placed particular emphasis on measurements of sm
Mn polymers, which are less likely to suffer from nonequ
librium effects. Figure 3 shows measuredTg values as a
function of film thickness for seven different values ofMn
~the average end-to-end distancesREE are also shown as ar
rows in the upper part of the graph!, and includes the data fo
the two Mn values studied in Refs.@26,34#. Where there is
overlap in the data between the two studies~such as mea-
surements of theMn56913103 polymer! the agreement be
tween the present data and the values reported in those
erences is excellent. For allMn values in the study the
behavior may be qualitatively characterized by the existe
of a film thickness value below which the measuredTg val-

FIG. 2. BLS measurements of theS0 phonon as a function of
temperature for a free-standing polystyrene film with thickne
466 ÅandMn56913103. The measuredTg value is indicated by
an arrow. The bulkTg , as observed for thicker films, is marked
the figure by the vertical dashed line.
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FIG. 3. Tg values recorded by BLS measurements of seven different molecular weights~see Table I! plotted versus film thickness. Th
unfilled symbols indicate data from this work, while the filled symbols are data included from Refs.@26,34#. End-to-end distances of th
unperturbed polymer molecules are indicated with arrows in the upper part of the graph. The horizontal dotted line marks the locat
bulk Tg . Linear fits of theMn55143103, Mn56913103, andMn520773103 data are displayed with dotted lines. The solid line goi
through the data of the three lowest molecular weights is a fit to the model discussed in the text. Typical error bars of theTg determination
are included, while the estimated accuracy of the film thickness determination is;610 Å, which is roughly indicated by the size of th
data symbols.
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ues are less than in the bulk. The most significant obse
tion about the data in Fig. 3, however, concerns the v
interesting and complicatedMn dependence of the measure
Tg values. From the figure it is evident that the relative
strong variation ofTg with Mn at constant film thickness
which is seen for samples withMn>5143103, is either
much weaker or vanishes altogether for polymers ofMn
<3473103. In addition, the transition from the lowMn to
the high Mn behavior is relatively sharp with no data se
showingintermediatebehavior. Concentrating on the high
Mn data initially, we note that forMn values of 5143103 or
greater, a threshold thickness is easily defined because o
linear nature of theTg versush data~discussed in more deta
below!. Figure 3 shows that forMn values ranging from
5143103 to 20773103 this threshold thickness shows a co
siderableMn dependence, which is monotonic in that low
Mn values always lead to lower values of the threshold thi
ness. To further quantify the behavior seen in Fig.
we consider fits of the data forMn values of 5143103,
6913103, and 20773103, respectively, for which there ar
enough data points to warrant such fitting, to the linear fu
tion introduced in Ref.@26#:

Tg~h!5H Tg
bulkF12S h02h

z D G , h,h0 ,

Tg
bulk , h>h0 .

~1!

In this function the parameterh0 is the threshold film thick-
ness forTg reductions. As we considerMn values from
5143103 to 6913103 to 20773103 the ratioh0 /REE varies
from 1.1 to 1.2 to 0.8, whereREE is the average end-to-en
a-
y

the

-

-

distance of the polymer molecules. The fact that the
h0 /REE values areall .1 provides strong evidence that th
Tg reductions for theseMn values are due to confinement o
the polymer molecules as was originally suggested in R
@26#. For the Mn55143103 and Mn56913103 polymers
we can see that the linear function depicted by Eq.~1! pro-
vides an excellent description of the data for films withTg

,Tg(bulk), though we do not necessarily expect that t
line can be extrapolated to the bulkTg value. Fits to other
functional forms, such as Eq.~2! ~given below!, which has
been used to describe theTg reductions in supported polyme
films @24#, are notably less accurate. While the approxim
coincidence of theh0 /REE values provide evidence of th
importance of chain confinement effects, it is not possible
continue this idea and collapse the data by plotting the m
suredTg values as a function of the reduced variableh/REE .
The reason for this is that the length scale associated with
slope of the linear fits,z, has a much weaker dependence
REE than that ofh0. A detailed study of the highMn regime
has recently been performed@51#, and a more complicated
scaling than that suggested above was found to exist
those data@52#.

The behavior of the film thickness dependentTg values
for polymer films with Mn<3473103 is intriguing. For
these low molecular weights the film thickness depende
of the Tg value is quantitatively the same within the scat
of the data for films of polymers withREE values differing
by a factor of 1.7 or 170 Å. This should be contrasted w
theMn55143103 data and theMn56913103 data, where a
very substantial difference~up to ;30 K for films with the
same value ofh) in the film thickness dependence of theTg
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value is observed forREE values differing by only a factor o
1.1 ~or only 80 Å!. This comparison shows that if anMn
dependence exists at all, it is much weaker for polymers w
Mn,3473103 than that observed for polymers withMn
.5143103.

In addition to the abrupt and qualitative change in theMn
dependence of theTg values, theTg data for the three lowes
values of Mn display a film thickness dependence that
clearly quite different from that which is found in the hig
Mn region. This is obvious from the data in Fig. 3, where t
Tg versush data display substantial curvature. This quali
tive change in film thickness dependence is reflected in
very different fitting functions that can be applied to descr
the data. The linear function that is so successful at desc
ing the data for the higher molecular weight polymers p
vides a poor fit to the lowMn data. A better fit can be
obtained, for instance, by using the functional form intr
duced by Keddieet al. @24# to describeTg data for supported
films,

Tg~h!5Tg
bulkF12S a

h D dG . ~2!

For the supported PS films of Ref.@24#, the best fit to this
equation was obtained fora53266 Å and d51.860.2.
Applying this same equation to theTg values for the lowMn

free-standing films~with Tg
bulk fixed to our measured valu

of 370 K, andd51.8 to allow direct comparisons of th
length scales between free-standing and supported films!, we
find a57861 Å. While it is noteworthy that samples wit
two free surfaces are described by a characteristic length
is approximately twice that found for samples with only o
free surface, a detailed discussion of fitting is not warran
without the context of a physical model.

The results presented above show that the behavior o
low Mn free-standing films, except for the actual magnitu
of the effect, is more similar to that of supported polym
films than that of free-standing films of higherMn . The lack
of molecular weight dependence as well as the nonlin
dependence ofTg on film thickness are characteristics o
served inTg values of lowMn free-standing films and sup
ported polymer films, but not in those of free-standing film
of higher Mn values. This striking similarity between th
behavior of the lowMn films and supported films extends fa
enough that to a good approximation theTg value for a free-
standing film of thicknessh is the same as that of a support
polymer film with thicknessh/2 @53#. With this in mind we
can address the question of whether or not the behavio
have attributed to lowMn polymers persists for arbitrarily
small polymer molecules, or whether there also exists so
lower bound ofMn beyond which the behavior is differen
The quantitative relation described above between theTg
reductions in free-standing and supported films allows u
make comparisons with the supported film data of Re
@28,29#. This comparison allows us to suggest that the
havior exhibited for the lowMn free-standing films might be
expected to persist down toMn values of at least 303103, if
such measurements were possible. The effect of supporti
polystyrene film is hence both to reduce the magnitude of
Tg reductions compared with the free-standing case an
cause an almost complete loss of chain confinement indu
h
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effects. The qualitatively different film thickness dependen
in the twoMn regions is strongly suggestive of two distin
physical effects causing reductions in theTg value. A more
detailed discussion of such effects will be given in Sec. I

C. Film stability

An observation that might provide insight into what mo
els can best describe the dynamics in these systems con
the stability of the thin free-standing films. It has been no
before that very thin films, with measuredTg values far be-
low the bulk value, appear to be stable to temperatures m
above their experimental glass transitions@34#. An excellent
example of this is given in Fig. 2, where data were acqui
up to 50 K above the measuredTg . We can compare this to
the behavior of films withh;1000 Å for which it is only
possible to measure to temperatures.20 K above theTg

value (;Tg
bulk) before they burst. In fact, regardless of th

measuredTg value of a particular film, the films appea
stable to temperaturesnear the bulk Tg value. In order to
understand the stability of films, we first consider the po
sible mechanisms of film bursting. One such is the spino
mechanism proposed by Vrij@54#, where the films are un-
stable due to the attractive van der Waals interaction betw
the two free surfaces. From this mechanism, we can estim
a characteristic film lifetimet}h0

5h whereh0 is the initial
film thickness andh is the viscosity. Let us consider, as a
example, two films of theMn56913103 polymer havingh
values of 500 Å and 600 Å, respectively. Both films are he
at a temperature of.355 K and if we adapt the temperatu
dependence of the viscosity for bulk PS@55#, we obtain an
estimate of the characteristic time for film bursting for t
two films differing by more than four orders of magnitud
~mostly due to the differences inTg values of the two films!.
Even though we have not quantitatively measured the fi
stability, we can easily rule out such a difference simply
the basis that measurements such as those shown in F
are possible. An alternative mechanism for the eventual
struction of the films is that of nucleation and subsequ
growth of holes. Studies on free-standing PS films have
cently revealed that hole growth aboveTg for films with
thicknesses.1000 Å (Tg;Tg

bulk) is significantly faster
when the film thickness is decreased@56#.

These two arguments both lead to the conclusion t
films should become much less stable~relative to their mea-
sured glass transition! as their thickness is decreased. This
in contrast to what is observed experimentally. The ad
tional observation that all films, regardless of their appar
glass transition, rapidly form holes at temperatures near~but
in some cases less than! the bulkTg leads us to suggest tha
the film is stabilized by some part having dynamic propert
characteristic of a material with aTg value near that of the
bulk polymer. This does not necessarily mean that there
part of the film that remains glassy through an extended t
perature region, but only that there exists, even when the
is above its measured glass transition, a fraction of the fi
with a substantially higher viscosity~or slower dynamics!.
While in no way rigorous, this suggestion serves as moti
tion to consider layer models to describe the phenomena
served for free-standing polymer films.
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D. Effect of sample history

The complicated sample preparation that is necessary
all thin film studies, and especially those involving fre
standing films, brings up the importance of path depende
for the glass transition. In addition to the thermal history
the sample, polymer films may be further affected by stres
induced during solvent evaporation and annealing on a s
substrate. An example illustrating the importance of the f
mation path on the properties of bulk glasses is the rec
study by Colucciet al. @57# of the glass transition in sample

FIG. 4. BLS measurements of theS0 phonon as a function o
temperature for two different film samples, film A and film B, bo
of Mn53473103 and with a film thickness of;320 Å. The
circles indicate the glassy and the triangles the rubbery region
the heating cycle, while the squares mark the glassy and the
monds the rubbery regions in the corresponding cooling cycle.
clarity, the heating and cooling runs are displaced vertically; ho
ever, the filled diamonds indicate where the first data point on
cooling scan is situated on a scale relative to that of the corresp
ing heating run. The two samples were subjected to the annea
procedures described in the text. The vertical dashed lines mar
location of theTg values as measured in the two heating runs. T
inset shows the relaxational behavior~discussed in the text in detail!
for film B.
or

ce
f
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of polycarbonate under both isobaric and isochoric cool
conditions. These studies revealed that, while the isob
and isochoric rubber states were similar, there were la
differences in the resulting glasses produced upon cool
Based on the importance of the history dependence of
properties of glasses, in general, a very valid criticism m
be presented against any measurement ofTg that is con-
ducted upon heating a sample~especially samples with suc
complicated thermal histories as ultrathin polymer film!
from the glassy state. While this fact results in most m
surements ofTg in bulk materials being made upon coolin
from the equilibrium melt, the delicate nature of the th
free-standing samples makes a similar treatment more d
cult. Previous studies have provided some evidence aga
sample preparation details as a dominant factor in the
servedTg reductions@26#, but the most convincing answer t
criticism concerning the effect of sample preparation hist
is to equilibrate the samples above the bulk glass transit
and then perform measurements upon cooling from the e
librium melt. While the fragility of free-standing film
samples does not allow such treatment for all samples,
have performed some measurements aimed at directly
dressing this concern.

The thermal path dependence for free-standing films w
Mn53473103 and a thickness ofh.320 Å has been stud
ied in detail. The lowerMn samples were chosen despite t
more pronounced sample fragility because results from th
samples may have the most relevance for general statem
about finite size effects inherent to the glass transition. T
separate films, prepared under identical conditions, were
vestigated and theTg values were initially measured upo
heating from the glass. Both the experimental runs are sh
in Fig. 4, where the circles indicate the glassy and the
angles the rubbery regions in the heating experiments, w
the squares mark the glassy and the diamonds the rub
regions in the corresponding cooling experiments. For c
ity, the heating and cooling runs are displaced vertically
the figure. However, the filled diamonds indicate where
first data point on the cooling scan is situated on a sc
relative to that of the corresponding heating run.

The two samples were subjected to the following anne
ing procedures: After a completed heating run the fi
sample~the upper data set, denoted film A, in Fig. 4! was
further heated to 370 K for 1 h. The temperature was th
raised 2 K to 372 Kwhere it was kept for another hour. A
both annealing temperatures, measurements were perfo
and gave values consistent with the melt slope obtained
low bulk Tg . After this annealing procedure the film wa
slowly cooled at 0.5 K/min to 368 K and subsequently a f
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e
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les.
TABLE II. Comparison between results obtained upon heating and cooling for two different film samp

Tg ~K! Glass slope~MHz/K! Melt slope~MHz/K!

Film A
Heating 353.463 24.6460.20 211.5561.02
Cooling 354.063 23.3160.31 211.4961.48

Film B
Heating 350.363 22.1060.12 26.9160.53
Cooling 351.663 23.4060.17 27.0160.21
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Tg run was performed upon cooling. Individually fitting th
two data sets for film A gave the results shown in Table II
number of interesting observations can be made from th
data. We note that the slopes in the melt region are the s
within 0.5%, while those in the glass show some variati
This behavior might be expected as above the measureTg

value the sample should be in equilibrium and we expect
properties to be independent of history. The slightly differe
slopes in the glassy region are most likely a result of diff
ent thermal stresses which are frozen into the film. So
stresses will be relieved~perhaps by the formation of sma
cracks in the film! and these will differ from sample to
sample. Despite the difference in glassy slopes between
heating and cooling curves, the fact that the glassy slopes
much less than those of the melt results in the two meas
Tg values being the same within the experimental unc
tainty.

The second sample~the lower data set, denoted film B, i
Fig. 4! was subjected to the following thermal treatment:
was first subjected to a normal heating run, subseque
heated to 372 K for 15 min, heated briefly (;100 s) to 379
K, and then slowly cooled at 0.5 K/min to 364 K, where
was allowed to remain for 54 h in order to equilibrate. Du
ing the heating run, close to the bulkTg , this film sample
exhibited a frequency shift changing with time. This w
most likely due to the onset of film degradation, whereup
hole formation can lead to an overall thickening of the fil
resulting in a smaller measured frequency shift@36#. The
pronounced fragility of this sample made a long anneal
time above bulkTg impossible. Upon returning to a temper
ture of 364 K after annealing above theTg of the bulk, the
frequency shift was lower than on the corresponding ini
heating scan~see the3 symbol! and the shift in frequency
was seen to change with time. To investigate this effect m
quantitatively, the measured phonon velocity was monito
during the total annealing period of 54 h, and it was fou
that after ;10–20 h the measured frequency shift, a
hence the underlying mechanical properties, had reache
equilibrium value. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the time dep
dence of this relaxation process. It is interesting to note
the time scale of the relaxation behavior shown in the inse
comparable to that observed in relaxation experiments
formed on bulk polystyrene a few degrees below the gl
transition @58,59#. This suggests that the small, but signi
cant, relaxation effect observed may result from some fr
tion of the film possessing bulklike dynamical properties
suggestion that quantifies the similar statement based on
servations of film stability. Finally, it is important to notic
the very small difference between the last unfilled trian
data point, being recorded before equilibrating, and the fi
diamond data point, denoting the frequency shift after
full 54 h annealing period. Even though the effect is clea
discernible, it is still a small effect that is noticeable on
because of the high sensitivity of the technique. The res
for the slopes obtained upon fitting the data for film B a
found in Table II. As for film A, the slopes of the two me
regions in the heating and cooling cycles are the same wi
the uncertainty of the fitting. In contrast, there are signific
differences in the slopes of the glassy regions between
heating and cooling cycles. Again, note that the two m
suredTg values overlap within the experimental accurac
se
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Thus the observed sample-to-sample variation in the pro
ties of the PS glass cause at most only;3 K variation in the
measuredTg value. In summary, these studies have sho
directly that the properties of the polymer glass are path
pendent, but those of the melt, and the actual value of
glass transition temperature, are reproducible and not sig
cantly dependent on the thermal history. Perhaps most
portantly, the measuredTg values are the same within th
quoted precision despite the slight variations in the expan
ity of the glassy state.

E. Contrast of the transition

A further observation from the data in Fig. 1 concerns t
slopes of the straight line segments of the data which
used to determine theTg value. As found in previous studie
@36# the slope of the frequency shift versus temperature p
in the glassy region did not show any particular trend w
film thickness, while the slope of the rubbery region w
found to exhibit a significant film thickness dependence. T
most remarkable consequence of this fact is that thecontrast
of the transition, which we define as being the ratio of t
slope in the rubbery region to the slope in the glassy reg
is also a function of the film thickness. The main significan
of this is that a sufficient contrast in the expansivity values
required in order to identify the glass transition. For a co
trast value of unity there is no discontinuity in the therm
expansion and it becomes impossible to measure aTg value.
Lower values of the contrast necessarily lead to higher
certainty in the resultingTg value. As mentioned previously
in supported polymer films the contrast has been obser
@24,27# to decrease monotonically as the film thickness, a
hence theTg value, is lowered. In some cases the contr
becomes so small that identification of the transition is
possible@30,38#. For supported films, this behavior of th
contrast results in the lowestTg values having the greates
uncertainty. In free-standing films the behavior is quite d
ferent, as can be seen from the data in Fig. 1. As the fi
thickness is reduced from 301 Å to 262 Å, the contrast
creases~to a minimum value of typically;1.7). Further de-

FIG. 5. The transition contrast~ratio of the frequency vs tem
perature slope in the melt to that in the glass! for the low Mn data,
i.e., Mn51163103, 1983103, and 3473103. The vertical dashed
line indicates the location of the bulkTg value. An error bar is
included as an indication of the accuracy of the experimen
method. The dashed line should be considered as a guide to th
and is a fit of the data to a second order polynomial.
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creases of the film thickness normally lead to an increas
the contrast above the minimum value, making measu
ments of very thin films, with very large reductions in theTg
value, relatively simple. Figure 5 shows the measured va
of contrast for the polymer films withMn<3473103 as a
function of theTg value. This figure reveals exactly the b
havior suggested by the data in Fig. 1. The contrast va
are given as a function ofTg simply because theTg is such a
strong function ofh that plotting contrast as a function o
film thickness might possibly obscure the behavior. We n
also that we observe a non-negligible sample-to-sam
variation in both the melt and glass slopes, though the ef
is much more pronounced in the glassy region. The resu
this is that simply plotting the slope of the melt region as
function ofTg does not show the behavior shown in Fig. 5
clearly. By studying the contrast instead, we are able to n
malize this variation to reveal the trends shown in Fig. 5

While it is not possible on the basis of these data alon
say that the contrast always exhibits a minimum value
intermediatevalues of film thickness, it is certainly true tha
the contrast is not a simple monotonically decreasing fu
tion of the Tg value ~or, equivalently, film thickness!. Fi-
nally, we note that in any technique~such as ellipsometry o
reflectivity! where the measured quantity is directly relat
to the film thickness, the increasing relative error in t
slopes as the film thickness decreases results in a high
certainty in the contrast for ultrathin films, which migh
make identification of the effects shown in Fig. 5 impossib
While the scatter in the actual values of the slopes does
allow us to make rigorous statements about the film thi
ness dependence of the glass and melt slopes, the intere
behavior of the contrasts of the glass transition shows
BLS measurements are a powerful way to probe the pro
ties of ultrathin free-standing films.

IV. POSSIBLE ORIGINS OF Tg REDUCTIONS

We have already remarked that the data in Fig. 3 sug
the presence of two different mechanisms that cause re
tions of theTg value in thin free-standing films. In light o
this, it is necessary to consider what physical effects mi
give rise to the observed results. For polymers withMn
>5143103, the relation between the observed film thickne
dependence of theTg reductions and the polymer size su
gests that the important length scale is that of the macrom
ecule itself. This leads to the suggestion that, for these va
of Mn , the dominant effect comes frompolymer chain con-
finement. In contrast, the apparent lack ofMn dependence
exhibited for polymers withMn<3473103 together with the
qualitatively different dependence ofTg on film thickness
suggest afinite sizeeffect, caused by a length scale intrins
to glass transition dynamics itself. In the following, the
two mechanisms will be further discussed.

A. Chain confinement effects

It was first suggested by Reiter@60#, on the basis of ob-
served dewetting of PS films from glass, that the polym
chain dynamics in films with thickness less than the unp
turbed molecular size might be different from that in thick
films. Similar suggestions have also been made based
experiments of whole-chain diffusion in polymer film
in
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@61,62# or measurements of the mechanical response of c
fined low molecular weight polymers@63#. Most experimen-
tal studies have investigated the motion of whole polym
chains, and it is important to note that, in a polymer film
such dynamics might be strongly influenced by effects s
as pinning of segments to the substrate or enhanced de
fluctuations@64#. It is hence not necessarily straightforwa
to relate changes in diffusion with changes in glass transi
behavior@38#. Additionally, it has been proposed that cha
structure could be significantly affected in ultrathin film
@65# and hence that the observedTg reductions might be due
to conformationally mediated changes in dynamics@39#. In
support of such suggestions, computer simulations have
dicated altered dynamics correlated to structural change
confined polymers@41#. In fact, in the direct vicinity of a
hard wall~or free surface! the random walk path of the poly
mer chain is subject to reflecting boundary conditions, a
based on this a slight layering of the polymer chains near
interface is expected@66#. Recently, small angle neutro
scattering experiments have been performed on polysty
thin and ultrathin films on a passivated Si substrate to inv
tigate to what extent these predicted effects occur in r
physical systems, and thus to what extent they may be
plied to explain the changes in dynamics observed for po
mer films. These measurements did not, however, detect
significant change in chain size or conformation in the pla
parallel to the film even for strongly confined films, whe
h/Rg

bulk;1 @67,68#. One of the most striking contrasts be
tween the glass transition behavior in thin free-standing fil
compared with that of supported films is the difference in
molecular weight dependence. While theTg values of free-
standing PS films withMn>5143103 display a strong de-
pendence onMn ~see Fig. 3!, supported films show no dis
cernibleMn dependence for 303103,Mn,21003103 @38#.
This experimental fact strongly suggests that the effect ca
ing Mn dependentTg reductions in free-standing films re
quires the existence of two free surfaces. In addition, the
that the threshold thickness forTg reductionsh0;REE sug-
gests that the effect is related to confinement of the polym
chain. One possible mechanism that satisfies these prope
has recently been proposed by de Gennes@69#. The approach
introduces a polymer relaxation mode~referred to as sliding
motion! that is highly ineffective in the bulk but become
more efficient for thin films and that eventually for thi
enough films will dominate over the normal bulk dynamic
The extra mobility provided by the suggested relaxat
route originates from chain segments having loops or brid
in contact with thesoft interfaces, where the activation ba
rier for mobility is much lower. A scaling argument, base
around the competition between the suggested mecha
and the relaxational behavior characteristic of the bulk, w
found to exhibit anMn dependence similar to that observe
both in this work and in studies extending to larger values
Mn @51,52#. This approach might provide an explanation f
at least some of the qualitative aspects of the highMn data
for free-standing films. We note that the relevance of t
sliding motion may be tested by the investigation of differe
polymer systems and/or polymer structures. The propo
mechanism should be very sensitive to the polymer ch
architecture, and the study of statistically branched polym
in thin films ~where sliding should be suppressed! or of ring
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polymers in the bulk might shed further light on the signi
cance of this relaxation mode for structural relaxation. D
spite this recent progress, the strong molecular weight de
dent effects on the glass transition temperature observed
thin free-standing polymer films still remain to be quanti
tively explained. Certainly, more experimental work
needed in order both to characterize the phenomenology
to form a basis for further theoretical work.

B. Finite size effects

For the lowMn free standing films, as well as all mea
surements on supported films, the lack ofMn dependence
suggests that the observedTg reductions are not influence
by the polymeric nature of the sample molecules. This in
cates that finite size effects due to a length scale intrinsi
the glass transition might be used to describe the observeTg

values for these systems. In order to describe our lowMn
data, we have recently incorporated the fundamental ide
such a length scale into a layer model@53,70#. To our knowl-
edge this is the first occasion on whichTg data from thin
polymer films have been analyzed in a context compat
with explanations proposed to explain a lowerTg and faster
dynamics in other glass-forming materials. The success
the approach has suggested that observations from such
tinctly different samples can be explained with the same
derlying physical cause. A notable aspect of the approac
that in fitting our model to experimental data we may lea
about the temperature dependent characteristic length
glass transition dynamics over an extended tempera
range. In constructing the model, we consider a free-stan
polymer film to contain a region of enhanced segmental m
bility near its free surfaces, with the remainder of the fi
having bulklike dynamics. In this picture the film is regard
as dynamically inhomogeneous. This dynamical inhomo
neity is simplymodeledby dividing the film into three lay-
ers, each having average dynamical properties as indic
by its respectiveTg value. The dynamics of the two region
near the free surfaces are modeled by a surface layer w
different ~lower! glass transition temperature than the bu
The remainder of the film, in turn, is modeled as havi
dynamics characterized by theTg value of the bulk material.
This simple construction is supported by comparisons w
simulation work, where both an enhanced mobility at t
free surface as well as a dynamically bulklike central p
have been observed@44,46#. The size of a surface region o
lower Tg should be closely related to the length scale ch
acterizing the distance over which dynamics in bulk gla
forming systems are correlated@at least for film thicknesse
h.2j(T)#, and should be determined by the length scale
either cooperativity or dynamic heterogeneity. We pref
however, to simply state that the surface region is de
mined by a characteristic length scale for the dynam
without specifying its origin. A schematic drawing of th
model is shown in Fig. 6, where the temperature depend
characteristic length scale is denotedj(T).

Since the construction of our model is meant to refl
inhomogeneous dynamics in the thin films rather than r
physical layers with differentTg values, we need to conside
whether one would expect to observe either several g
transitions~as in Ref.@71#! or a distinct broadening of the
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observed transitions. The existence of a single glass tra
tion in a sample with strongly inhomogeneneous dynamic
suggested by comparisons with simulations of confined g
formers. In a number of such studies it has been found t
despite strongly inhomogeneous dynamics, the kinetic fre
ing of the sample occurred in all parts of the film simult
neously@42,46,72#. The same conclusion was reached for t
case of a confined binary Lennard-Jones liquid@72#, a free-
standing metallic glass film@46#, and a confined polyme
melt @42#. In all cases, the dynamic glass transition was o
served to be acollectiveeffect, taking place in all parts of the
film simultaneously and seemingly unaffected by the stro
variation in segmental dynamics. These simulation result
well as our own experimental observations of sharp gl
transitions support the use of a single averageTg . With this
in mind, we construct an arithmetic average^Tg& as simply

^Tg&5Tg
bulk1

2j~^Tg&!

h
~Tg

sur f2Tg
bulk!. ~3!

Following the treatment of Donth@73# we write the tempera-
ture dependence of the characteristic lengthj(T) as a power
law expansion about a characteristic temperatureT* . A natu-
ral choice forT* is eitherTg

bulk , since our data are limited to
temperatures below this value, or alternativelyTons, the so
called cooperativity onset temperature. The latter is the te
perature below which the dynamics should be influenced
cooperative motion and which coincides with several anom
lous behaviors encountered in supercooled liquids@74#. For
polystyreneTons has been reported to be;465 K @75#!.
j(T) is consequently given by

j~T!5j~T* !1a~T* 2T!g. ~4!

In fitting the model to our data@53#, we have found that the
exact choice ofT* used in Eq.~4! is not important, and a
reasonable parametrization ofj(T), which generates a suc
cessful fit to the data, gives similar results for the act
valuesof j(T). The value ofTg

sur f was found to be similarly
robust and insensitive to the parametrization ofj(T). In the
following, we will restrict our attention to the case whe
T* 5Tg

bulk . We note that the case of a temperature indep
dent surface layer leads simply toDTg}1/h, and that this

FIG. 6. Sketch showing the model described in the text. The
surface regions are modeled byTg5Tg

sur f , while the remainder of
the film is modeled byTg5Tg

bulk . The film thickness is denoted,h,
and the temperature dependent length scale characteristic o
dynamics near a free surface,j(T), defines the size of the two
surface layers.
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function is not able to provide a reasonable fit to the pres
data. One reason for the success of simpler layer models@27#
to describe effects in supported films is that theTg reductions
in these systems are generally much smaller, and as a r
the length scale for the dynamics changes little over the t
perature range studied.

The fitting function@Eq. ~3!#, derived from a reasonabl
physical model, has four free parameters~the value ofTg

bulk

has been fixed at 372 K!. While this is more than the two
parameters in the empirical relation given by Eq.~2!, the
values ofj(Tg

bulk) and Tg
sur f resulting from any fit must be

physically reasonable, and three of the four parameter va
can be compared with results from other studies. The fitt
procedure is made slightly more complicated by the fact t
Eq. ~3! is transcendental in̂Tg&, and hence we solve forh as
a function of^Tg& and perform the fitting withh as the de-
pendent variable. We have also performed the fitting withTg

as the dependent variable. This procedure gave essen
the same results, and hence in the following we use the
sults whereh was taken as the dependent variable.

We should note that in the first instance it is not possi
to perform a fully unconstrained fit, as the fit is relative
insensitive to a simultaneous variation ofTg

sur f and j(Tg).
Since the fit is primarily determined by the lowest measu
Tg values@and thus the largest values ofj(T)#, we can set
j(Tg

bulk) to some low value (;1 Å) in order to findTg
sur f .

This leads to a value ofTg
sur f530565 K. We note that if

we use the alternative parametrization, with the power
expansion aroundTons @53#, there is no similar complication
as j(Tons) and Tons are approximately known and can b
fixed. This procedure leads to the same value ofTg

sur f5305
65 K.

Fixing j(Tg
sur f) to 305 K and fitting the rest of the param

eters@including j(Tg)# produces a best fit to Eq.~3! for the
fit parametersj(Tg

bulk)52263 Å, g50.9060.05, anda
52.160.1. The fit generated by the model with these para
eters is shown as the solid line in Figs. 3 and 7. The valu
j(Tg

bulk)52263 Å is in good agreement with the rang
25–35 Å predicted by Kahleet al. @75# from fitting differen-
tial scanning calorimetry data of bulk PS to a fluctuati
model. It is also in agreement with the 20 Å surface reg
suggested by DeMaggioet al. @27# to modelTg reductions in
thin supported PS films.

Some recent experimental work has been addresse
directly measure the surface glass transition temperatur
relaxation properties of the surface. Jeanet al. have used
positron annihilation techniques to find a significant surfa
effect on the dynamics of PS@76#. These studies suggeste
that the;50 Å region near the free surface had aTg value
of 317 K, in reasonable agreement with our obtained valu
305 K. It should be mentioned, however, that the applicat
of positron annihilation techniques is not uncontroversial a
contradictory results exist@77#. In a recent friction force mi-
croscopy study of the surface dynamics of several polym
~including polystyrene! @78#, convincing evidence was ob
tained for surface glass transitions reduced by tens of
grees. However, as pointed out by the authors, the diffic
involved in obtaining exact knowledge of the actual dep
nt
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probed by the technique makes it difficult to give a quan
tative measure of the surface region and its associated e
tive glass transition value.

The most significant aspect of the data analysis, base
the model described above, is the predicted behavior
j(T), describing the growth of the characteristic length sc
at temperatures in a significant range below the bulkTg
value. Figure 7 quantifies thej(T) explicitly by showing the
range ofj(T) predicted within the uncertainties of the fittin
procedure. There are a number of notable aspects of thej(T)
behavior shown in Fig. 7. Very few experimental studi
claim to give access to the temperature variation of an
ferred length scale of cooperative dynamics. In bulk syste
for T.Tg , however, the temperature dependence of the
operativity length, deduced from fluctuation arguments,
been reported asj}(Tons2T)2/3 @73#. The analysis of data
presented in this work suggests that the growth ofj(T)
might be a stronger function of temperature belowTg

bulk than
it is above. Despite the growth ofj(T) below Tg

bulk , Fig. 7
clearly shows that, asT approaches the Vogel-Fulcher tem
peratureT0 , j(T) remains finite. This is an obvious coro
lary of measuringTg values less thanT0. While we have
argued that thej(T) shown in Fig. 7 represents the behavi
of a characteristic length scale for the dynamics in the fr
standing film samples, it is not necessarily obvious that
same length scale will describe the dynamics in bulk samp
of the same material. The lower activation barrier for se
mental motion near the free surface could be simply thou
of as a source of excessfree volume. Hence, the temperatur
dependence of a length scale characterizing a surface re
might be different from that of the corresponding bulk m
terial. It is important to find theory, simulations, or oth
experiments to help determine to what extent the results
sented in Fig. 7 can be applied to describe the length sca
the dynamics of bulk glass-forming materials.

FIG. 7. The lowMn data as a function of film thickness. Th
solid line is a fit to the model described in the text and the t
dashed lines indicate the upper and lower bounds as determine
the errors in the parameters. The dotted line marks theTg value of
the bulk material. The inset shows the characteristic length s
j(T), as obtained from fitting the model described in the text to
low Mn data. The dashed lines indicate the upper and lower bou
of j(T).
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a detailed study of the glass transi
behavior in ultrathin free-standing polystyrene films. Wh
the size of the effects was comparable for all molecu
weights, a complicatedMn dependence suggested the se
ration of the results into two regimes each dominated b
different length scale: a lowMn regime controlled by a
length scale intrinsic to the glass transition and a highMn
region, where polymer chain confinement induced effe
dominate. The magnitude of the observedTg reductions, the
ease of identifying the glass transition, and the lack of s
cific interfacial interactions make this type of study ideal f
investigations of finite size effects on the glass transition
,
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model of the dynamics was introduced to describe the
Mn data. This model makes predictions for the length sc
of dynamics for an extended temperature range below
bulk glass transition temperature.
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